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Squad, a Cybersecurity specialist, carries out a refinancing 

Paris, July 5th, 2022. A year and a half after Abénex’s entry in the Group’s shareholding structure, 

alongside its founders and managers, Squad, a Cybersecurity and DevSecOps specialist, has 

capitalized on its solid growth dynamic to successfully complete a refinancing operation.  

The operation aims at replacing the Group’s mezzanine debt, set up in December 2020, by a more 

flexible and cost-effective solution. This new structure is composed of an additional senior debt, 

raised from Squad’s historical banking pool led by LCL and Crédit Agricole Alpes Provence. On this 

occasion, the Group has significantly increased its external growth line, reinforcing its ability to seize 

bolt-on acquisition opportunities.  

"The CIC Private Debt team perfectly met our financing needs, while providing us with continuous 

and best-in-class support. We are very grateful for the trust Nicolas Offroy and his team have placed 

in us. We would also like to thank our historical banking pool, LCL and Crédit Agricole Alpes 

Provence, for their renewed confidence enabling us to set up this refinancing under a very short 

timeline", comments David Gomez, Chief Administrative Officer of the Group.  

"We are pleased to have had the opportunity to support Squad in its new expansion phase. We have 

been impressed by the Group's performance and the quality of its management team. This 

transaction puts our collaboration on hold, however, the CIC Private Debt team will be delighted to 

collaborate again with Squad in the next stages of its development, should the opportunity arise 

again," adds Nicolas Offroy, Investment Director at CIC Private Debt. 

"We are delighted to strengthen our support to Squad through this refinancing operation. We have 

been attracted, as from 2017, by the Group's strong growth trajectory in the very promising 

Cybersecurity market and by its high-quality management team. We are therefore renewing our 

confidence in the Group and are enthusiastic at the prospect of supporting Squad's ambitions in the 

coming years”, conclude David Paquin (LCL) and Christophe Maurel (Crédit Agricole Alpes 

Provence).   

About Squad (www.squad.fr) 

Founded in 2011, and with offices in Paris, Lyon, Lille, Toulouse, Bordeaux, Aix-en-Provence, 

Sophia-Antipolis, Nantes and Rennes, as well as in Australia, Switzerland and Canada, Squad is a 

consulting group specializing in the Cybersecurity and DevSecOps segments.  

With 700 experts and a turnover of 65 million euros, the group provides blue-chip accounts with 

leading expertise, to ensure protection against the most complex cyber threats.  

Squad has the PASSI qualification, delivered by the ANSSI (French National Agency for Information 

Systems Security), testifying to the high technical level of its teams and its daily commitment to 

securing its customers' systems and infrastructures.  

About Abénex (www.abenex.com) 

Founded in 1992, Abénex is a historical player in French private equity market, specialized in growth 

and buyout transactions both as a minority and majority shareholder. Independent for nearly 15 

years, Abénex operates on three segments of private equity: “Small-cap”, “Mid-caps” and Real-

estate. 

On the “Small-cap” and “Mid-cap” segments, Abénex is a long-term investor partnering with 

entrepreneurs and founding families, and operationally-involved in growth and operational 

http://www.squad.fr/
http://www.abenex.com/
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optimization projects. Abénex is committed to the Management team’s success, providing them with 

a fully dedicated operational team and supporting them in their transformation projects and external 

growth strategy. Abénex invests in SMEs valued up to €50m in Smallcaps and between €50m and 

€500m in Midcaps. 

In Real-estate, Abénex invests in Value-Add projects for assets up to €80 million in value, and in 

Core+ opportunities over €50 million in value, notably in the retail, logistics, managed residences 

and education sectors. 

Based in Paris and Lyon, the team is composed of more than 40 professionals with proven and 

recognized expertise.  

 

Contacts: 

Squad: Eric Guillerm, David Gomez 

Abénex: Matthieu Balaÿ, Albin Crosnier 

Co-arrangers: LCL (David Paquin), Crédit Agricole Alpes Provence (Christophe Maurel)  

Participating banks: BRED, CIC, La Banque Postale 

Mezzanine debt: CIC Private Debt (Nicolas Offroy, Antoine Guerillon)  

Legal – Borrower: McDermott Will & Emery (Pierre-Arnoux Mayoly, Stanislas Chenu, Camille Judas) 

Legal – Banks: Volt Associés (Alexandre Tron, Zahia Belhaj Soullami, François Jubin) 


